Built Green, LEED Certified Home!
$ 598,000

2425 S. Norman St, Seattle, WA 98144

WEB: BuiltGreenNormanSt.com
»
»
»
»
»

Beds: 2 | Baths: 0 Full, 1 Three-Quarter
MLS #: 1360278
Single Family | 790 ft²
One of the most up and coming neighborhoods in the city!
Be downtown in a snap. Hit Capitol Hill for a night out on the
town in minutes.
» The complex is super safe and has a real sense of community
with PLENTY of parking.
» Energy efficient, hip and very modern home!
» Endless possibilities abound with the new Vulcan development
on 23rd and Jackson!
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Devon DeHaas
(206) 325-6111
devondehaas@cbbain.com
http://www.devondehaas.com

Coldwell Banker Bain
1661 East Olive Way
Seattle, WA 98102

One of the most up and coming neighborhoods in the city! Built Green and Energy Star
Certified this hip home is a super energy efficient gem! Enjoy your morning coffee or
evening cocktail/BBQ out on your private, cozy patio. Stroll over to Reckless Noodle or
Standard Brewing for a bite and a beer. Pop over with the pooch to Blue Dog Pond dog
park or a walk through Jimi Hendrix Park. Be downtown in a snap. Hit Capitol Hill for a night
out on the town in minutes. Endless possibilities abound with the new Vulcan development
on 23rd and Jackson! The complex is super safe and has a real sense of community with PLENTY of parking. All of this with NO
shared walls. The perfect HOME.
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